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Abstract: Regardless of whether the lessons happen in a formal classroom or in the home, students
learning basic baking skills rely on observational learning combined with cognitive information
processing typically delivered in a face-to-face setting. This paper proposes extending and
enhancing the traditional face-to-face teaching method with an instructional animated lesson on
baking that teaches middle school-age students about three key topics in baking: hand washing,
ingredient identification, and common measuring tools. The lesson incorporates simultaneous use
of animation and narration, the spatial contiguity principle, segmentation, the personalization
principle, and user feedback — all foundations of the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning
(CTML).

Instructional Problem Description
Most people consider mastery of reading, writing, and arithmetic as basic to survival in today’s world.
Public school teachers take responsibility for teaching the basic skills in these subject areas, and are assessed
annually based on students’ standardized tests scores. However, to survive today, students need to know more than
just sentence structure, the difference between nouns and verbs, and mathematical formulas. They also need to
master a host of other basic living skills that will help them make thoughtful decisions critical to survival (Bailey,
2002). For generations these skills were passed from parent to child in the home environment. However, as the
characteristics of the family unit have changed to more dual-working parent households, society has shifted away
from manual labor (Klein, 1995) and reliance on pre-packaged food has grown, knowledge transfer for some basic
living skills like baking may not be happening. This is just one reason why family and consumer science education
has been added as an elective with stated learning objectives to the curriculum of most middle schools.
According to the National Association of State Administrators of Family and Consumer Sciences
(NASAFACS), educators in this field help students learn about human development, interpersonal relationships,
personal management, nutrition, and wellness (NASAFACS, n.d). Skills mastery allows learners to provide for and
preserve their own families, and also can lead to meaningful careers for students at various learning levels (Graves et
al, 2005). Each state translates the NASAFACS standards into their own customized guidelines for application in the
public schools. In Texas these guidelines for middle school are called the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills
(TEKS) for Home Economics. Within the personal management area of the TEKS, family and consumer science
course objectives for middle school-age students include teaching life skills that promote physical health and allow
students to apply proper nutrition to well being and achievement (Texas Education Agency, n.d.). Basic baking

lessons are included in the specific learning objectives.
Any instructional strategy should identify and optimize ways to help learners process and transfer
knowledge to long-term memory for future application. Years ago, Atkinson and Schiffrin (1968) proposed that this
knowledge transfer happens naturally due to the two-store (dual memory) information-processing model. Tulving
(1983) expanded on this model when he proposed the existence of episodic memory, which allows a person to store
visual, spatial, and verbal information chronologically, like a story. Baddeley (2000) took this idea yet another step
further by proposing the existence of an episodic buffer, in which new information integrates with previous learning
into a single memory buffer between working memory and long-term memory. The key for educators is to employ
strategies that make the best use of the information-processing model described here, and to create optimal
opportunities for meaningful learning.
To teach the kind of motor skills required to bake, many instructors rely on modeling, a powerful and
effective instructional strategy that uses observational learning (Bandura, 1986) to help students achieve desired
learning outcomes. In baking, motor skills development dovetails with cognitive learning. For example, when
teaching the correct way to measure a cup of sugar, an instructor might explain why accurate measurement is
important in baking (cognitive), then show how to use a measuring cup (motor skills), physically demonstrating how
to dip the cup into a canister of sugar, then how to level the sugar to the correct measure. Then the instructor asks the
learner(s) to try the same action. The instructor can watch the learner(s) model the demonstrated behavior, providing
further guidance and assessing whether content has been processed and if the appropriate motor skills are being
used. Results of numerous research studies have suggested that instructional strategies that rely upon modeling and
observational learning to teach motor skills work more effectively than static materials due to the human mirror
neuron system, which facilitates physical imitation (van Gog et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2009).
To develop this lesson we combined theories of knowledge transfer to long-term memory, research on
modeling as an instructional strategy for motor skills development, and Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia
Learning (CTML). As a result, we propose using instructional animation accessible through the Internet as a
complement to face-to-face methods intended to teach middle school-age students basic baking skills. Our approach
aligns with the fact that most family and consumer science teachers have access to computer equipment and an
Internet connection, and have adopted technology into their instruction at an acceptable level (Redmann & Kotrlik,
2009). We believe that when developed thoughtfully, multimedia instructional materials that incorporate animation
should enhance meaningful learning through the use of self-pacing, unlimited repetition opportunities to reinforce
knowledge, and student-administered knowledge checks to obtain feedback on learning while integrating new and
prior knowledge.
Learning Objectives
This proposed interactive lesson in baking is intended for middle school-age learners, whether they are
learning in a more casual environment like the home or through a family and consumer science class or community
center class. The lesson, which would be available online, should be used in combination with face-to-face
instruction and offline activities. The objectives of the lesson fall into three categories: hand washing’s role in
baking, 2) baking ingredient identification, and 3) measurements used in baking. Detailed objectives follow:
Hand Washing Objectives
1. The learner will be able to identify and apply the steps of hand washing, and understand why they are
important.
2. The learner will identify germs that result when hands are not washed properly.
3. The learner will evaluate their knowledge and understanding of hand washing and germs.
Ingredient Identification Objectives
1. The learner will recognize the difference between wet and dry ingredients.
2. The learner will understand why wet and dry ingredients are handled differently in baking recipes.
3. The learner will apply their knowledge of wet and dry ingredient types and why they are handled
differently.
Measurement Objectives
1. The learner will identify measuring tools used in baking and how to use the tools properly.
2. The learner will identify basic equivalencies of baking measurement tools.

3. The learner will identify proper baking temperatures for various baked goods, and understand
the importance.
4. The learner will test their understanding of basic measurement tools used in baking.

Past Solutions Addressing this Instructional Problem
Findings by Horne et al. (2003) suggest that students perceive they can best achieve family and consumer
science skills when instructed through informal channels, such as the family. If family units provided consistent
instruction, this informal method would indeed be ideal. However since they are not, the family framework alone
cannot provide the necessary instruction. More structured instruction seems the best complement to any informal
instruction that learners may receive at home. As previously mentioned, modeling and observational learning are
common strategies for the structured teaching of baking skills. The literature also mentions other methods that have
shown success in meeting learning goals for the family and consumer science unit on cooking and baking skills.
Klein (1995) suggests that family and consumer science courses today should begin at the earliest level of
elementary, and be addressed to all students – male and female -- in order to accommodate the shifting roles within
contemporary families. To facilitate that approach, she suggests focusing less on skills attainment and more on their
application and overall effect on the success of the family. Students at many different learner levels can use the
baking lesson we’ve developed. Offline activities, like the cookie recipe at the end of this baking lesson, focus on
the importance of application of principles and knowledge.
Quinn (1993) points out the need to recognize learning styles and cater lessons accordingly to help
individual students master the learning goals of family and consumer science. The baking lesson we have developed
takes different learning styles into account by offering various types of assessment, from more traditional multiple
choice quizzes that may appeal to verbal learners, to a drag-and-drop activity that may appeal more to spatial
learners. Use of direct instruction in the segments about steps to follow is balanced by informal knowledge transfer
in another, such as the song parody to learn about proper hand washing techniques. And finally, the self-paced
learning opportunity provided in this baking lesson also recognizes individual learner styles.
To actively engage learners in family and consumer science lessons, Klein (2003) recommends peer
teaching, which she notes can be especially effective at the end of a unit or semester. This approach, which requires
students to know and understand the material so thoroughly that they can present it to their peers, typically rates
high in student surveys as an enjoyable method. The baking lesson we’ve developed offers offline challenge
activities throughout that require peer interaction to deepen understanding.

Literature Review
The tenets of CTML include seven foundational principles for the effective use of animation in multimedia
instruction (Mayer & Moreno, 2002). Much of the literature based on this original theory has expanded upon those
foundational principles, offering slight variations, deeper analysis, and advanced insights. This literature review
focuses on five multimedia instructional design guidelines that we’ve identified as most critical to the instructional
animated lesson we propose to teach baking skills.
Key to effective instructional animation is subscription to the multimedia learning principle, which
proposes that instruction combining words and graphics is more effective than using words alone (Mayer, 2002;
Mayer, 1989; Mayer & Anderson, 1991), especially for novices. This principle recognizes the importance of visual
and verbal information as the dual-channel sensory inputs that allow learners to process knowledge simultaneously
and integrate the information more effectively on the transfer path to long-term memory (Sorden, 2005). Information
processed through dual channels is not replicated but is complementary in nature, allowing learners to connect new
and previous knowledge and build deeper dimensions of the information, which aids in transferring it to long-term
memory. When applied specifically to instructional animation, the multimedia principle can be extrapolated to read
as: animation and narration are more effective than narration alone. The proposed interactive baking lesson applies
the multimedia principle throughout, because words and graphics are presented together in almost every segment.

Sometimes the words and images are static; in other instances they are interactive. All attempt to foster learning
through dual-channel processing.
The spatial contiguity principle of multimedia instruction, also based on dual-channel learning theory,
proposes that in instructional materials, placement of text physically near graphics enhances learning more than
positioning text and graphics far apart (Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Mayer & Moreno, 2002). When applied
specifically to instructional animation, the spatial contiguity principle can be extrapolated as: the placement of onscreen text near an animation promotes more meaningful learning than when the text and animation are placed far
apart on screen. Results from numerous experiments have suggested that time is wasted when the student must try to
connect physically disconnected words and images, and therefore learning suffers. (Moreno & Mayer, 1999). The
proposed interactive baking lesson incorporates the spatial contiguity principle throughout, as demonstrated through
related text and images juxtaposed next to each other in every segment.
The personalization principle of multimedia instruction proposes that narration and animation presented in
a conversational style is more conducive to learning than formal style (Mayer & Moreno, 2002; Mayer, 2008;
Robinson, 2004). Experiment results have suggested that instructional materials that apply the personalization
principle generate significantly higher scores on knowledge transfer tests (Mayer et al., 2004; Winter et al., 2009).
The proposed interactive baking lesson uses personalization throughout, but demonstrates this principle most clearly
in a music parody lesson about hand washing. Words to a familiar song are changed to reflect the hand-washing
information students should learn and remember. The teaching objective is to transfer this knowledge more
seamlessly to long-term memory using the personalization principle.
Segmenting is a technique in multimedia instruction that chunks information into small pieces that a learner
can digest at his or her own chosen pace instead of at a continuous pace. The aim of segmenting is to avoid cognitive
overload and foster meaningful learning (Mayer & Moreno, 2003; Mayer & Chandler, 2001; Lusk et al, 2009).
Navigation controls and self-paced interactive activities in the proposed baking lesson use segmenting techniques to
put the lesson in the learner’s control. The learner proceeds to the next segment only when he or she is ready and
after all learning activities have been completed.
Formative interactive feedback enables a learner to engage in conscious, active learning and to strengthen
newly acquired knowledge by testing comprehension. When feedback is included mid lesson, the learner and
instructor can gauge progress to the desired learning outcome, and course-correct if necessary (Driscoll, 2007).
Multimedia instruction is most likely to be successful when it incorporates feedback of some kind (Mayer, 2005,
Martin & Klein, 2008), because feedback has been shown to reduce the cognitive load of learners (Shute, 2008). In
the proposed interactive baking lesson, feedback in the form of interactive quizzes keeps the learner engaged and on
task, reinforcing meaningful learning.

Summary of Proposed Program with Outline of Segments
The proposed lesson provides foundational knowledge for basic baking skills, presented in a multimedia
format that features animation, interactive learning opportunities, and offline activities. To meet the learning
objectives of health safety, ingredient identification, and understanding of measuring tools, the lesson is divided into
three main sections containing three to six segmented activities. The following is an overview of the lesson
segments by section, with selected screenshots highlighting specific features that make this lesson particularly
applicable to the learning goals.
Introductory Lesson Guide and Section Objectives
The lesson begins with a static Lesson Guide containing Flash-generated images and text that outline the
lesson’s four sections: Hand Washing, Ingredient Identification, Measurement, and a Review. To promote a learnercentered, self-paced experience, there are jump buttons that allow the user to go immediately a desired section. (See
Figure 1.) This feature may be handy for learners who need to review certain sections rather than the whole lesson.

Figure 1: Lesson Guide with jump buttons.
The first three sections of the lesson begin with an Objectives page containing clearly stated learning goals
and animated Flash-generated images that match the theme of the section: soap and hands for the hand washing
section (see Figure 2), ingredient examples for the ingredients section (see Figure 3), and a measuring cup and oven
thermometer for the measurement section (see Figure 4). Each section is color-coded and has an identifying bar
across the top of the screen to help the learner navigate easily through the lesson. To demonstrate the multimedia
principle, narration and a themed sound effect accompany the text on these section openers, activating both the
visual and verbal channels of the information processing system, and allowing the learner to connect textual and
audio representations for greater understanding. The synchronized animations and sound effects act as attentiongrabbers, alerting the learner. The sound effects include: running water for the hand washing section, an electric
mixer for the ingredients section, and an oven timer bell for the measurements section.

Figure 2. Hand Washing Section
Objectives Screen

Figure 3. Ingredient Identification
Objectives Screen

Figure 4. Measurement
Objectives Screen

Section 1: Hand Washing
Students may not immediately connect hand washing with baking, which is the reason why this lesson
begins with hand-washing safety. It is imperative that students recognize and understand that it is the first step in
safe baking. Studies have shown that the many cases of food-borne illness are caused by inappropriate hand washing
and health safety techniques in the kitchen (Lacroix & Lee, 2002).
After the objectives (previously described), the first segment in this section presents a visual of six
sequenced photos and captions that are animated in synch with audio narration to demonstrate proper hand-washing
technique. This segment promotes active learning by applying the spatial contiguity and multimedia principles.
The objective of the second segment is to explain and demonstrate that proper hand washing is important
because it helps eliminate germs that could contaminate baked goods. To achieve this learning goal, the segment
includes Flash-generated images of five common germs, as they would appear under a microscope. When mousedover, each image reveals the name of the germ and information about the damage it can cause. This segment uses
hot spots to prompt the learner to explore the page, and rewards the learner with interactive feedback. Placement of
the revealed information in close proximity to the related image employs the spatial contiguity principle. The learner
cannot progress to the next segment until all the images have been explored, a concept that demonstrates segmenting
and self-paced learning.
The third segment in this section presents the learner with a parody of a popular contemporary song that
contains Flash-generated animated images and conversational language. It applies the personalization principle to

reinforce knowledge comprehension from the previous segments. To promote self-paced learning, the user clicks a
button to activate the song, and is rewarded with audio and words to sing along, ala karaoke. Inclusion of this lesson
is based on experimental results that suggest music may be an effective instructional strategy to teach a variety of
learners about safe food handling (Winter et al., 2009).
The fourth segment signals completion of this section, and features an interactive drag-and-drop activity to
test learner comprehension of the sequenced steps required to wash hands properly. (See Figure 5a.) Through
matching narration and onscreen text, the learner is challenged to drag and drop individual photos representing four
of the six steps required for washing hands properly. To aid previous learning, the photographs in this segment are
the same images used in the first segment of this section. With this segment, the learner receives interactive
feedback to reinforce learning, and gets three tries to answer correctly. (See Figure 5b.) For learners who have
trouble remembering the correct sequence, there is a jump button (labeled “Review steps”) that takes the user back
to the first segment of this section to review the steps before completing the drag-and-drop activity. Upon
completion of the activity, text revealing an offline activity is revealed. (See Figure 5c.)

Figure 5a. Starting screen for
drag-and-drop activity.

Figure 5b. Activity in progress,
with feedback revealed.

Figure 5c. Completed activity
with offline activity revealed.

Section 2: Ingredient Identification
After the objectives (previously described), the first segment in this section presents the learner with a page
that defines and identifies wet and dry ingredients — foundational knowledge in basic baking. Narration that repeats
onscreen text employs the multimedia principle. Animation allows labeled Flash-generated images of individual
ingredients to “fly” into the frame and land in an area on-screen labeled either “Wet Ingredients” or “Dry
Ingredients.” This lesson employs the spatial contiguity principle to enhance meaningful learning.
The second segment features onscreen text and Flash-generated images that teach the learner the steps for
mixing ingredients in a baking recipe, and why separately mixing wet and dry ingredients is important. The steps
and images are placed in close proximity to demonstrate the spatial contiguity principle. The text at the bottom
challenges the learner to delve deeper into learning on the subject by clicking the “Click me!” button. This button
represents an opportunity for self-paced learning.
The third segment signals completion of this section and features an interactive multiple-choice quiz to
assess learner comprehension of the main points about wet and dry ingredients. The learner has three tries to answer
correctly, and receives interactive feedback to reinforce learning. Upon completion of the quiz, the correct answer is
displayed and text describing an offline activity is revealed. (See Figure 6.) The learner cannot progress to the next
segment until the quiz is completed, a concept that demonstrates segmenting and self-paced learning.

Figure 6. Example of multiple-choice interactivity
with correct answer chosen and offline activity revealed.
Section 3: Measurement
After the objectives (previously described), the first segment in this section presents the learner with an
interactive way to explore the types of measuring tools used in baking. (See Figure 7a.) To achieve this learning
goal, the segment includes two photographic images of measuring tools that when moused-over reveal in text their
names and common uses. (See Figure 7b.) This segment uses hot spots to prompt the learner to explore the screen,
and rewards the learner with interactive feedback. Placement of the revealed information in close proximity to the
related image employs the spatial contiguity principle. The learner cannot progress to the next segment until all the
images have been explored, a concept that demonstrates segmenting and self-paced learning. The segment also uses
narration that matches the onscreen text, a demonstration of the multimedia principle.

Figure 7a. Pre-mouse-over state

Figure 7b. Mouse-over state

The second segment of this section contains static photographic images and text that appear near each
image through animation. The goal is to demonstrate proper use of the tools as evidenced in a heaping cup measure
(incorrect) and a level cup measure (correct). The segment employs the multimedia principle through use of
narration that matches animated onscreen text, and the spatial contiguity principle of closely juxtaposed text and
graphics to enhance multimedia learning.
The third segment of this section includes a static table of basic measuring equivalencies, which builds on
the knowledge imparted in the first segment of this section. The segment also uses a simple animation of one
equivalency example to reinforce learning. Flash-generated images are used for the animation.
The fourth segment of this section features an interactive multiple-choice quiz to assess learner
comprehension of why measurement equivalencies are important. With this segment, the learner has three tries to
answer correctly, and receives interactive feedback to reinforce learning. Upon completion of the quiz, the correct
answer is displayed and text describing an offline activity is revealed. The learner cannot progress to the next
segment until the quiz is completed, a concept that demonstrates segmenting and self-paced learning.
The fifth segment of this section includes a static table of Flash-generated images and text of common
baking temperatures and times. Narration describes the purpose of the segment. To visually demonstrate how proper
baking times and temperatures kill germs that can contaminate food, the segment also uses a simple animation of the
oven thermometer and timer “working” together to eliminate the image of one germ (salmonella).
The sixth segment signals completion of this section and features an interactive multiple-select quiz to
assess learner comprehension of the main points about proper baking times and temperatures. With this segment, the
learner has three tries to answer and receives interactive feedback to reinforce learning. (See Figure 8.) Upon
completion of the quiz, the correct answer is displayed and text describing an offline activity is revealed. The learner
cannot progress to the next segment until the quiz is completed, a concept that demonstrates segmenting and selfpaced learning.

Figure 8. Example of multiple select interactive quiz
with feedback displayed.
Review and Offline Activities
The lesson ends with a static page of Flash-generated images and text that reviews the key points from the
lesson. A second segment offers clickable Web site links to build upon the online learning experience. (See Figure
9a.) This segment also includes a “Recipe button” that learners can click to reveal a PDF of a cookie recipe that can
be made offline in small groups or as a class. (See Figure 9b.) This final activity represents a hands-on opportunity
to apply knowledge learned in the lesson and reinforce learning.

Figure 9a. Additional online learning
opportunities

Figure 9b. PDF of recipe
for offline activity

Summary of Proposal
Students learning basic baking skills traditionally have relied on observational learning through face-toface instruction to learn motor skills. This interactive lesson addresses the objective of teaching baking skills but
builds on the face-to-face method with instructional animation that uses some of the foundational principles of
multimedia learning: combined use of narration and animation, segmenting, spatial contiguity, personalization, and
interactive feedback. We propose that addition of this instructional approach will meet the learning objectives of
teaching basic baking skills more effectively than the face-to-face method alone, because it engages the dualchannel sensory inputs in a self-paced learning environment and may help combat cognitive overload that results
from reliance on using a single channel to processing information. The addition of offline activities extends the
learning into the real world.

Applications for Teachers
The Family and Consumer Sciences Education unit at the Ohio State University in conjunction with the
Ohio Resource Center recommends teaching basic life skills through the use of inquiry units (Anonymous, n.d.), or
small groups that generate their own questions about the subject matter, to set their own goals, and to make
discoveries to develop deeper understanding. This approach could work well for the baking lesson we’ve developed.

Prior to introducing the animated lesson to the class, the instructor should thoroughly review it, making
note of the objectives, any terms that may be considered new vocabulary, and preparing materials for the offline
activities recommended throughout the lesson. One of these offline activities — namely the Ingredient Seek-andFind activity mentioned in the Ingredient Identification section — will require preparation before launching the
lesson. The instructor can create a simple Seek-and-Find puzzle using vocabulary terms from this lesson at
www.puzzlemaker.com. Other preparation includes assembling ingredients to make a recipe (Day 5) and to set up
learning stations in the classroom (Day 4). The final offline activity will require a kitchen lab setting. If this class is
not taught in lab, the instructor should make arrangements to hold the final day of the unit in a lab that will allow
baking of a cookie recipe. This lesson assumes that the classroom environment is set up such that there are enough
computers with Internet access for each group to share one. The following is a possible framework for incorporating
this interactive baking lesson:
Day 1: The instructor gathers the students into an informal class discussion about baking. Prompts to
engage students might start with an informal show of hands of students who have had experience baking something
in the kitchen, then lead to the question: “Who wants to share a story about when you baked something?” This
strategy should get students talking about their personal experiences and interested in the material to be studied. It
will also bring up terms that are likely to be covered in the baking lesson. As the instructor listens to the discussion,
she writes on the board any terms mentioned that would relate directly to the animated lesson already reviewed.
Those terms might include: mixing, ingredients, temperature, oven, measuring cup, etc.
After sharing stories, the instructor divides the class into groups of three. This can be done randomly or by
other methods that balance relative skill levels. Once groups have been formed, the instructor asks each group to
write down on one sheet of paper three to five questions they have about baking. Those questions might be related to
the terms already noted on the board or anything else related to baking. Then the instructor invites groups to share
their questions with the class in a structured discussion. The instructor notes common questions on the board. The
instructor should make sure each group writes their names on their question sheet, and should remind students to
hold onto those questions throughout the unit.
Day 2: The instructor asks students to rejoin their groups and review their questions from the previous day,
encouraging them to add to their list of questions if desired. Then the instructor asks the whole class if anyone has
answers to the questions students posed in the previous class period. Students may need to read questions aloud to
jog memory. Discussion time commences with the instructor sharing his or her own baking experiences and
knowledge. Then the students spend the rest of the class period looking up answers to the questions on the Internet
and recording those answers in their journals. They can work alone or in their groups. The instructor should remind
students to hold onto those questions and answers throughout the unit.
Day 3: The instructor advises students to get into their groups and choose a computer at which to work.
Then the instructor shows students how to access the “Let’s Learn about Baking” animated lesson. In their groups,
the students progress through the lesson, taking the quick quizzes throughout and revealing the offline activities.
Navigation allows the students to repeat sections as needed or desired. The instructor walks around the classroom
monitoring progress and offering assistance, if needed. The online link exploration and offline activities should also
be completed, with the exception of the final one — baking the cookie recipe. This activity will be done on Day 5.
Day 4: The instructor should plan to spend half of this class period allowing groups to finish the animated
lesson, if not completed the day before. The instructor may choose to demonstrate some concepts in the face-to-face
setting. Creating a “station” with dry ingredients, measuring cups, and leveling tools is one example. If possible,
arrange to have a teacher’s aide manage the station and help students get real-life experience with the concepts.
When all student groups have completed the online lesson at least once, the instructor answers any lingering
questions from the lesson and while walking through the lesson segment by segment with all the students, as it is
projected on a screen at the front of the room. The second half of the class should be a face-to-face review of safety
procedures in a family and consumer sciences lab. The instructor should prepare and distribute a list of rules to
follow and, in a classroom discussion, ask students to come up with consequences for not following the rules. The
whole class must adopt the rules and consequences with a vote.
Day 5: The instructor brings enough ingredients to make cookies (at least one cookie per student) and
enough copies of the chocolate chip cookie recipe for each student to have one. If possible, the instructor should

have an aide assist with this activity to keep order and provide opportunity to answer questions and assess
application of knowledge from the screen to an offline activity. The instructor should project the recipe onto a screen
where every student can see it and follow along. To start the class, all the students should wash their hands
thoroughly. A review of the song from the animated lesson can serve as an easy reminder of the process. Depending
on class size, groups can be assigned to do each step of the baking. One group can measure and mix wet ingredients;
one group can measure and mix dry ingredients; one group can mix wet and dry together; one group can prepare the
cookie sheets and make the dough balls to put on them; one group can remove the cookies from the cookie sheet
after cooling; one group can do the clean-up. Throughout the class, the instructor should call on students to describe
the next step in the process. Each student should get to sample at least one cookie.
Learning will be assessed through self-paced group experience of the animated lesson, then when the
instructor walks through each segment with the whole class as a group. Application of learning will be assessed by
the instructor in the lab exercise of baking cookies.

Summary and Conclusions
To create this animated lesson on baking we combined theories of knowledge transfer, research on
modeling as an instructional strategy, and what we feel are the most important tenets of Cognitive Theory of
Multimedia Learning (CTML): the multimedia principle, the spatial contiguity principle, the personalization
principle, segmenting, and formative feedback. Our resulting instructional animation should enhance meaningful
learning through the use of self-pacing, unlimited repetition opportunities to reinforce knowledge, and studentadministered knowledge checks to obtain feedback on learning while integrating new and prior knowledge. When
combined with face-to-face instruction and inquiry units, we believe this animated lesson will enhance learning of
baking skills among middle-school aged learners in a variety of environments that have access to computers and the
Internet.
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